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An Executive Summary

Introduction:
The Urban co-operative credit banks have good opportunity for micro economic
benefits but as they are controlled by political leaders, they tend to show rigidity for
profits. These banks suffer with NPA burden, High Liquidity options which actually
put pressure on profits.
Origin of the Research Problem
UCCBs manly try to satisfy the management body by allocating funds and loans
without any fundamental security there by creating liquidity in the transactions some
of the UCCBs have NPAs worth 40% of the total turnover, which definitely puts
pressure on banks performance. So understanding these problems and trying to get
solutions to these is the main aim of the project.
Interdisciplinary Relevance
The cost analysis, through the annual financial report and financial statements,
checking various deposits, savings loan dispersion and system adopted in debit and
credit creations will be undertaken by the commerce department students of the
college, who are part of this project. These solutions will get a boost not only to
UCCB but also the Apex banks who finance them.
Review of Research and Development in the Subject:
Financial analysis study have shown useful guidance to the banks in controlling the
pressure on profits, controlling NPA burdens and also maintaining proper liquidity
ratio in the banks.
International Scenario
India has emerged as the strongest banking system in the world. RBI’s Regulationsan
& control over the system is good. Internationally, weak financial systems have
caused many setbacks to economy of countries. Today also the recession, currency
problems, bailout of essential sectors in Europe is still going on.
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National Scenario
In India UCCB’s have great role to play in building micro financing. India has the
largest unorganized trader, labour and services sector. Soc micro financial abilities
will definitely solve the major problems of people in these sectors.

Significance of the study
The study in mainly to guide the UCCB’s through proper analysis of deposit
mobilization quality of lending, capital adequacy analysis, liquidity analysis, earnings
performance analysis. and ratio management also enables the banks to set up a proper
analytical frame work used in the process of financial accounts, financial statements
are therefore the starting point of bank financial appraisal.
Its potential contribution to knowledge in the field of social relevance or national
importance.
This study of Ratio Analysis of UCCBs in North Maharashtra is more helpful &
useful for improving the effective banking transactions, reduce NPA and providing
effective finance to micro segments in the society. It is also helpful to implement their
financial transactions as per the RBI norms, so that banks will extend their finance &
working capital.
Objectives
1.

To enable the banks to minimize the NPA.

2.

To adopt proper analytical framework used in the process of financial
accounts.

3.

To make use of micro financial skills to enhance customer base and
profitability.
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To reduce adjustments in financial statements at the year end and false profit
projections.

5.

To make UCCB’s most useful & effective micro financing units in India.

6.

To maintain standard Ratio management as per the RBI’s norms.

Methodology
The project will select the 25% best performing UCCB’s and 25% poor performing
UCCB’s out of 44 UCCBs and their financial analysis will be made. Then
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comparative study and outcome of performance analysis will be understood. (25%
Best performing and 25% poor performing UCCB’s units are selected)

Conclusion :
Conclusion of poor performing & best performing Urban Co-operative Credit Banks
in Nashik district during the year 2009-10 to 2014-15 are as follows Share Capital :
Minimum and maximum share capital of (pp) UCCBs is Rs.23 and Rs. 94 Lacks
respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total share capital of (pp) UCCBs of Nashik district is Rs.
302 Lacks.
Average share capital of (pp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 60 lacks in this period.
Average growth rate of share capital of (pp) UCCBs is only 5%. Standard growth rate
of share capital is 20%.
Actually we found that there is no growth in share capital of (pp) UCCBs during this
period as per standard growth rate. As per RBI norms.
Deposits :
Minimum and maximum deposits of (pp) UCCBs is Rs.117 and Rs. 1185 Lacks
respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total deposits of (pp) UCCBs of Nashik district is

Rs.

5859 Lacks.
Average deposits of (pp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 1172 lacks in this period.
Average growth rate of deposits of (pp) UCCBs is only 31%. Standard growth rate of
deposit is 25%,
Actually we found that only 40% (pp) UCCBs growth in deposits is seen as per
standard rate while 60% (pp) UCCBs average growth of deposits is less than standard
rate.
Advances :
Minimum and maximum advances of (pp) UCCBs is Rs. 70 and Rs. 1183 Lacks
respectively.
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At the end of March 2015 total advances of (pp) UCCBs of Nashik district is

Rs.

2917 Lacks.
Average advances of (pp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 583 lacks in this period.
Average growth rate of advances of (pp) UCCBs is only 28%. Standard growth rate of
advances is 20%. 20% (pp) UCCBs growth rate of advances is 20%, 20% (pp)
UCCBs growth rate of advances is upto standard while 80% (pp) UCCBs growth rate
of advances is below standard.
Working capitals :
Evaluating growth in working capital is more effective paramerretr of UCCBs
performance.
Minimum and maximum working capital of (pp) UCCBs is Rs.175 and Rs. 2102
Lacks respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total working capital of (pp) UCCBs of Nashik district is
Rs. 5417 Lacks.
Average working capital of (pp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 1083 lacks in this
period. Average growth rate of working capital of (pp) UCCBs is only 30%.
Overdues :
Minimum and maximum overdues of (pp) UCCBs is Rs.3 and Rs. 17 Lacks
respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total overdues of (pp) UCCBs of Nashik district is Rs. 48
Lacks.
Average overdues of (pp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 10 lacks in this period.

NPA :
Minimum and maximum NPA of (pp) UCCBs is 15% and 26% respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total NPA of (pp) UCCBs of Nashik district is 13%.
Average NPA of (pp) UCCBs in Nashik district 5% in this period.
RBI Rate :
40% (pp) UCCBs get B+ rate from RBI at the end of Mare 2015.
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20% (pp) UCCBs get B rate from RBI at the end of Mare 2015.
20% (pp) UCCBs get C rate from RBI at the end of Mare 2015.
20% (pp) UCCBs get C+ rate from RBI at the end of Mare 2015.
Share Capital :
Minimum and maximum share capital of (bp) UCCBs is Rs.346 and Rs. 4633 Lacks
respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total share capital of (bp) UCCBs of Nashik district is Rs.
7760 Lacks.
Average share capital of (bp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 1552 lacks in this period.
Average growth rate of share capital of (bp) UCCBs is only 10%.
Standard growth rate of share capital is 20%, actually we found that there is no
growth in share capital of (bp) UCCBs during this period as per standard growth rate.
As per RBI norms.
Deposits :
Minimum and maximum deposits of (bp) UCCBs is Rs.9208 lacks and Rs. 140144
Lacks respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total deposits of (bp) UCCBs of Nashik district is

Rs.

137296 Lacks.
Average deposits of (bp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 27459 lacks in this period.
Average growth rate of deposits of (bp) UCCBs is only 11%.
Standard growth rate of deposit is 25%, actually we found that only 60% (bp) UCCBs
growth in deposits is seen as per standard rate while 40% (bp) UCCBs average growth
of deposits is less than standard rate.
Advance :
Minimum and maximum advances of (bp) UCCBs is Rs.6290 and Rs. 94403 Lacks
respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total advances of (bp) UCCBs of Nashik district is
149308 Lacks.
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Rs.

Average advances of (bp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 29862 lacks in this period.
Average growth rate of advances of (bp) UCCBs is only 1%.
Standard growth rate of advances is 20%. 40% (bp) UCCBs growth rate of advances
is 20%, 40% (bp) UCCBs growth rate of advances is upto standard while 60% (bp)
UCCBs growth rate of advances is below standard.
Working capital :
Evaluating growth in working capital is more effective paramerretr of UCCBs
performance.
Minimum and maximum working capital of (bp) UCCBs is Rs.10340 and Rs.
1810665 Lacks respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total working capital of (bp) UCCBs of Nashik district is
Rs. 1925485 Lacks.
Average working capital of (bp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 385097 lacks in this
period.
Average growth rate of working capital of (bp) UCCBs is only 16%.
Overdues :
Minimum and maximum overdues of (bp) UCCBs is Rs.1 Lacks and Rs. 17 Lacks
respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total overdues of (bp) UCCBs of Nashik district is Rs. 32
Lacks.
Average overdues of (bp) UCCBs in Nashik district Rs. 7 lacks in this period.
NPA :
Minimum and maximum NPA of (bp) UCCBs is 1% and 8% respectively.
At the end of March 2015 total NPA of (bp) UCCBs of Nashik district is 8%.
Average NPA of (bp) UCCBs in Nashik district 2% in this period.
RBI Rate :
40% (bp) UCCBs get B+ rate from RBI at the end of Mare 2015.
20% (bp) UCCBs get B rate from RBI at the end of Mare 2015.
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40% (bp) UCCBs get 1 rate from RBI at the end of Mare 2015.
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